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Abstract How do architects contribute to the physical city? And, what role does architecture play in
the process of the city making? It is the edges orsense ofedges that architects contribute
to the physical city. By breaking down the development ofedges, you are able to see the
layering and the relationshipof the edges to each other. Architects are able to form the
edges and relationships between.

Urban design is the negative (in-between) spaces that are created in between build ings
(objects) . The "in- between spaces" have the potential to have a reciprocal relationship to
the building, street and spectators. In reviewing the city of Detroit and seeing all the nega
tive spaces that are created by the shrinking city, I believe these negative spaces have
the potential tobe agreat asset to the city.

Detroit'scontextual ground is always shifting. The shifting is caused by the evaporation of
buildings within Detroit's contexts.Anew layer needs to be added to anchor (slow down)
the evaporation and shifting ground. Working upon and weaving together the new layers
of texture which are embedded within Detroit's fast shifting contextual ground will help
anchor the shifting.

The premise of the thesis investigation is in the idea prescribing urban design strategies
can be used atalternate scales to address the architectural scale. When the architecture
ofa city communicates with the urban realm, the result isa healthy dynamic condition . By
translating this urban strategy into the scale of the building, I believe a more integrated
and thoughtful architecture can emerge.
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Study on the relationship ofedges

Detroit's contextual ground is always shifting. The shifting iscaused by the evaporation
ofbuildings within Detroit's contexts. This shifting contextual ground begins to leave the
negative spaces within the cities urban fabric .Anew layer needs to be added to anchor
(slow down) the evaporation and shifting ground.

In reviewing the city ofDetroit and seeing all the negative spaces that are created by the
shrinking city, I believe these negative spaces have the potential of being agreat asset to
the city. The goal here is not to just fill up the spaces with in the city but to create a frame
work that gives value to the city, not just acommercial value but valued spaces within the
city.

The thesis investigation is in the idea that urban design strategies can be used atalternate
scales to address the architectural scale. When the architecture of acity communicates
with the urban realm, the result isa healthy dynamiccondition . Translating th isurban strat
egy into the scale of the building, I believe a more integrated and thoughtful architecture
can emerge. In Detroit this can be used as a transitional element for change. Many people
have given up on Detroit because of the fractured approach to architecture and the com
munity. This thesis investigationwill emphasis astrategy for an area in Detroit.

I began this investigation by analyzing the city of Detroit in the boundaries of the freeways.
I began looking at the cities two grid plans the Woodward and the ribbon farm grid plans
and how these grids start to weave together at the points of intersection, I found the point
of intersections of the two grids tobe the most interesting parts of the city. This intersection
starts tosuggest a tension that rad iates out to the surrounding areas, Results from these
intersections are Detroit's negative spaces which have become unused spaces.

What role does architecture play in the process of the city making? It is the edges orsense
ofedges that architects contribute to the physical city. Breaking down the development of
edges, you are able to see the layering and the relationshipof the edges to each other.Ar
chitects are able to form the edges and relationships between. Within Detroit's contextual
urban fabric the negative spaces can create the anchorages that can start to slow down
the fast shifting contextual ground. In creating the anchorages within the site the develop
ment linkages between the proposals needs to be established. In these spaces between
buildings which act as arteries that brings the city to life inprovid ing interactions between
inside and outside of the "city room". This interaction between occurs both physically and
visually. The "in- between spaces" have the potential to have a reciprocal relationship to
the building, street and the spectators in the creation ofedges.
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To test these questions, the relationshipofalternating scales is very important in the
creation ofdeveloping the negative spaces within Detroit's context. How do you begin to
create the linkages within Detroit's contextual ground? What types of uses really need to
be placed within the area? How can the negative spaces within the site create a strong
connection throughout the site? In forming the negative spaces within the site, there needs
to be a stronger connection between the spaces that links them together. This linkage can
begin to slow down Detroit's contextual sh ifting ground.
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How do architects contribute to the physical city? Architects create the edge orsense ofedges
inside and outside the city room by breaking down the relationship of inside and outside the room
and analyzing the edges you are able to see the layering and the reciprocal relationships between
the edges. Detroit, Michigan has enormous opportunities to become an example ofa city that can
start the transformation of the urban landscape from the lost urban setting to the recovered urban
setting. This city landscape is availablefor the transformation and how it proceeds is important
to the future of the city. How will the city real estate be reclaimed? The creations ofnew building
spaces, orwill the recovery include the architectural and build ing resources that are historical
references and masterpieces of the city. The citylandscape of Detroit, Michigan is often viewed
as a hulking mass of rottenconcrete and rusted iron that represents the magnitude ofwhat the
industrial revolution gave to the city as well as what the industrial revolution has taken from the
city. Hollywood has iconized the city with the roleof the lost and uncontrollable urban setting in the
Robocop movie showing an urban landscape with no public spaces and empty warehouses , and
automobile factories where chaos, urban decay, and no planning for the city landscape exists.

This is not how I see the outcome for Detroit for this new century. There is no way the city
of Detroit can proceed except for revitalization to occur as a natural evolution fueled by agents of
change. Using ascience term, the city of Detroit has reached critical mass and a rapid change
is about tooccur in the downtown area of Detroit. City real estate isopen for development the
downtown area isavailable for change. New developments have started in Detroit and will con
tinue, such as Ford Field , Comerica Park, Compuware, and Campus Martius. This change can be
controlled and the principles that are integral to successful urban design planning can be incorpo
rated , or the change can occur regardless and independent ofany incorporation of these success
ful urban design principles. Obviously, if the proper urban design planning principles are used, th is
allows the negative spaces in the city to become the interaction points with the social fabricof the
city. "My city is a fabric woven of almost incomprehensible diversity ofcultures, histories, and emo
tions." [2]

Spending three months inEurope visiting cities like Amsterdam, Barcelona, Rome, Siena, and
Volterra provided me an eye-opening opportunity to witness and interact with the spaces of the
various cities and understand that they are not like Detroit. These spaces between the buildings
act as arteries bringing life to the city providing the interactionwith the street space. Restaurants
and shops are just part of the interaction, not only as building structures but as the space that
allows the people mentally and physically to interact with each other. The street space draws the
people into this interaction and it is addicting in the sense that you want tobe a part of the interac
tion because it feeds the basic needs required by all human beings for social interaction. I engaged
in the use of the street spaces in these cities . I could not wait tobecome involved in the interaction
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of these spaces. Peoplewould have to walk by me, make their acknowledgement ofmy
presence, not just as a number ina population sign, but as a living breathing entity ca
pable of interacting in the street spaces. My father often talks about growing up in the city
of New York and how the neighborhood in the area around his apartment building existed
and how the interaction occurred in the street space. He often stated that it was like having
eight hundred relatives because everyone would watch out for the neighborhood and, if he
didsomething wrong , he couldcount on my grandparents hearing about it. The negative
space in the city became aplayground and a safe area for him. Even as achild he was
able to interact with the space and not have concerns about it. "Knowing the rhythm ofa
street is to know who may be on it orata place along it..." [3]

Urban design is the negative (in-between) spaces that are created in between
buildings (objects) . The "in- between spaces" have the potential tohave a reciprocal rela
tionship to the building, street and spectators. In reviewing the city ofDetroit and seeing all
the negative spaces that are created by the shrinking city, I believe these negative spaces
have the potential to be agreat asset to the city.

Detroit has the ability and the capability of providing interaction with the negative
space in the downtown area of Detroit. The site I will discuss in this paper iswithin the
area south of the center of the Detroit on the west side of Campus Martius. The site is
bordered by the Lodge, Michigan Avenue, Fort Street, and Washington Avenue..

Can this area in Detroit support, through urban design, the ability to create use-
ful negative spaces that tie the fabric of the city together? This is my hypothesis for my
thesis. Ultimately, my thesis examines the role of architecture incity making.Architecture
and urban design are not separate ideas but need to be used together to create great city
spaces. The strategy of urban design begins to look atusing alternating scales to address
the architectural scale. When the architecture of acity communicates with the urban realm,
the result isa healthy dynamic condition . In translating the urban strategy into the scale of
the building a more integrated and thoughtful architecture can emerge.

In reviewing the city of Detroit, I conducted studies that looked at linkages within the city's
ribbon farm grid plan and the Woodward plan. By going through this process, I was able
tosee the intersection between the Woodward plan and the traditional ribbon farm plan.
The next step was to look atwhat happens around the points of intersections. In this study,
I temporary erased the streets (connections) as well as the buildings and just looked at
the between spaces within the city, thinking of it as a three dimensional quilt. Within this
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process, I was able to identify asite that is compelling and interesting.
Detroit has responded differently than Amsterdam, Barcelona and Chicago in the shrinking
of the city. Throughout history, these other cities have had their population change dramati
cally, with the increases and decreases in population.Amsterdam, Barcelona and Chicago
have done this more effectively, than Detroit, by reworking of the city.

One of the reasons Amsterdam, Barcelona and Chicago are effective isbecause
the use of negative spaces isbetter in these cities. "like the railroad again the motorway
has repeatedly taken possession ofmost valuable recreation spaces the city possesses..."
[4] These cities have been more effective inusing negative spaces in the urban context.
The negative spaces are different because they are used as communityspaces. The
community spaces are in the plazas and in the streets. The plazas and streets are a
way for people to come together and socialize. While in these cities I saw that this space
was considered valuable to the community. The value was not just incommercial value
but the intrinsic value of a neighborhood, that value is not something easily measured.
These common areas were the neighborhood'sentertainment and interaction "hot spot" in
computer technology. The "hot spot" is where you can hook up wireless toyour computer
and these public spaces were also good places to hook up and have a connection to the
social world in the city of residence. Time after time in these cities, I take Volterra for an
example, there were streets orpassages that I would find and these would lead me into a
new interaction on a similar but not always the same interaction. Some streets would be
involved ina more relig ious way with the church and the interaction of the church with the
space. Another space would be more commercial as an interaction because of the retail
stores in the space. There were also areas ofspace that were links with natural settings
such as parks orwalking areas. Each one of these spaces provided me with opportunityto
interact with it differently depending how I interpreted the space. Never did I feel that I was
isolated in these spaces orunable tocommunicate even if there was a language barrier.
Public transportation isnot a focal point in any of these spaces but a partner. The automo
bile and the bus and the train are just additional arteries orpathways of the city. With this
partnership the pedestrian feels like they are incontrol. They are the ones with the power
because they are the ones that control the interaction at the street space level. Overall ,
this sense of power provides the zone of control the pedestrian needs to have to insure the
virtual reality of safety needed for the spaces to hold a requirement for the individual. Once
this requirement of safe social interaction isestablished then the linkage is affirmed and
now there is an emotional attachment that is the powerful drawing force for the popula
tion. I felt this in these cities I wanted to be on the streets ofAmsterdam for Queen'sday, I
wanted towalk the streets of Siena tofind the new attraction around the corner. I needed
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to interact atthe street level with the people at the Saturday market inVolterra. I had to sit
on the porch of the restaurant in Barcelona for dinner so I could interact with the people of
the city. Each of these items became important to me because I felt that I was in control
even though there were many other people involved ineach one of these interactions.

Detroit has abandoned many of its negative spaces and with the arrival of the au
tomobile the pedestrians have left the streets, leaving the automobile as the focal point of
transportation in the city. Even though the sidewalks are available to the city, they are often
empty and act as barriers to the street from acting as rivers ofseparation from the city
living. The city transport space, the endless river ofautomobiles that just pass by and form
no interaction with the city itself or its inhabitants. The abandoned negative spaces caused
by the evaporation of buildings within Detroit's contextual context. Because of Detroit's
evaporating buildings the contextual ground is always shifting. This continual shifting is
what gives Detroit's negative urban spaces. This iswhat needs to be reconstructed in the
cityof Detroit.Will the city be deconstructed and rebuilt by creating and building corporate
and architectural icons toCEO's and famous building designers of the moment with the
negative space that isavailable currently? Detroit's image for community must be incorpo
rated into the use and defining of the buildings not just for the concerns of empty spaces
today. Part of the city is the adventure of making the pilgrimage to the site or as some
others would put it the destination isnot the choice but the path is. How many times do we
remember going to a particular site in the city and enjoying the walk in the city of Detroit? I
know I have enjoyed walking inthe cities of Europe and the cityofChicago. These adven
tures in these cities were fun because I felt safe and connected with the city and the build
ings in the public spaces. Each time I adventure into Detroit, I do not feel like I am safe in
these negative spaces in the city. The reason why isveryeasy. There are no connections
at the street level with the pedestrians of the city. Buildings in Detroit look isolated from the
city. No one wants to interact with the negative space of the city.

New buildings like the Compuware and older ones like the Renaissance Center have been
criticized for the isolation that the buildings have brought to the city. One of the most vocal
complaints with the Compuware headquarters iswith the parking structure. People work
ing in the building can isolate themselves from the interaction with the negative spaces.
Compuware headquarters parking structure allows for direct entrance into the building and
are cocooned from acting and involving themselves with the streets and spaces of the city
of Detroit.

Likewise, the Renaissance Center had the mechanical berms that have isolated itself from
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the city-street and space around the building. Finally, the berms are taken down and a new
street entrance to the Renaissance Center was made to provide linkage with the street
and the negative space surrounding the street. The business people and the politicians of
Detroit are starting to understand that the city if it is to be successful must incorporate the
best features ofcities that make the greatest use of public space. Successful use ofnega
tive spaces is not the stumbling movement ofcommerce without knowledge of the affects
of the structures and buildings. Knowledge ofproper use of the negative spaces can be a
natural resource for the city ofDetroit.

Earlier, I had stated that Detroit is ata critical stage in the reshaping of its future,
I still believe this. Everything I have read and reviewed has stated that Detroit is ready
torevitalized itself. This can occur without using the current city's historical architectural
infrastructure but by tearing it down and starting over again. This iswrong because so
much of the history of the city iswhat can make it better. Detroit isata critical point and
the city must come to terms with this. New buildings are been built and old buildings are
being renovated in the city of Detroit. Some are thinking about the use of the negative
space for Detroit. Campus Martius is an area were the city and business leaders of Detroit
have come together with each other in the interest of Detroit to look atand provide the
interaction at the street level for the people of Detroit.This can not be just an isolated area
it must be incorporated throughout the city. The downtown area can be the catalyst, with
the Campus Martius Park being the crown jewel of the new Detroit.

Because Detroit has many "in- between spaces" through out the city, I am able to
look at the relationships between the edges ofsolid and voidspaces. While also looking
atthese forms as 3D Quilt, I examined how these spaces are woven together to create
edges and intersection spaces. These intersections spaces are the most interesting forms
within the city. These forms create tension within the spaces. This tension is the connec
tion that isneeded to hold the forms together. Detroit has the chance to utilize this, but has
not yet engineered the solution to this.The city has to take control of these "in-between
spaces" throughout the city and use them as natural resources to be mined for the re
sources that are available in these spaces. Detroit leaders should value these spaces now
and in the future because these spaces will shape the city. Spaces will define how the city
landscape is viewed and it can be the focal point of the new Detroit.

In looking at the solid and voidspaces within the city I seek to create an urban de
sign strategy that is woven into the city. I imagine not merely filling in the negative spaces,
but also using the spaces to create reciprocal relationsh ips between. In an analysisof
Harmonie Park, the linkages are one of the main strengths of the design. The plan links to
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the Stadiums (Theater District), Grand Circus Park and Greek town toHarmonie Park and
Madison Avenue (Streetscape) . Through this linkage there isa better connection of the
city. This stronger linkage results ingreater feeling ofacity.Another example I studied was
LODO in Denver, Colorado. LODO took many different aspects of the city such as hous
ing, open spaces, offices and streets that enhance the pedestrian experience. They also
included streetscape plans, transportation! mobility, historic preservation, and also includ
ing new buildings. The mixture ofuses both built and unbuilt spaces make the city more
vibrant. Having a mixture ofdifferent uses spread out through the city, including historical,
new construction , and open spaces, provides the diversity needed incity space.

I was able to incorporate the important aspects of the studies using linkages and creating
a mixture ofdifferent spaces within the city. By incorporating streetscapes, and amixture
of uses such as historical, new construction and open spaces, I am able tocreate the
stitching of the city. These linkages between the.proposals need to be established to cre
ate anchorages within the site. In these spaces between the buildings which act as arteries
that brings the city to life in providing interactions between inside and outside of the "city
room", When the architecture of a city communicates with the urban realm, the result is a
healthy dynamic condition. The architecture of the sites communicates with the community
and provides interaction on the street level for the city of Detroit. Detroit desperately needs
this street interaction.Street interaction creates the emotional ties needed to sustaincom
munity. Understanding the need in urban design for thisdirect communication my site has
the necessary elements. In translating the urban strategy in the scale of the building, a
more integrated and thoughtful architecture can emerge.
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Amsterdam, Netherlands
~~:~~s

In 1935 Berlage planned the extension of the city.

Amsterdam has gone through many changes with the plan that they have today.
Comparing the development of the plan ofopen spaces, public transportation,

~~~~~~~ot waterways, densityand scales of the city and how th is relates to Detroit.

Amsterdam'sgrid plan is organic so to be able to have a rational long development
~ plan for the city. The cities edges were determined with the canals that flowed
. through the city. Approximately, 80%of the Dutch live in one family housing devel

~~~~~~ opment. Once the city could not expand any further the citystarted focusing on the
/, ,.•,. city by increasing the densityof the existing city as well as urbanizing the suburbs
• '~ ~ centers of the cities edge. This happened bydeveloping housing and employment

with in these areas contained in the city.Amsterdam has a good mix ofhousing
and businesses within the city, but once you left the cities core there are mostly
housing units.
Amsterdam transformed the old docks! former industrial area along the banks to
give the city a new look along these public areas.



Barcelona, Spain

In 1858111efonso Cerda designed the cities expansion plan. The plan
consists with a block pattern with the corners cut offat intersections.
The blocks were built on two sides of the block leaving one side open
as agarden. As the increases ofdensity occurred the other sides of the
block were filled in leaving acourtyard within the buildings.

Barcelona has gone through many changes to the plan. Comparing to
Detroit, Barcelona has made better use of the water front.

The gridpattern of Barcelona is set upso that there are areas of busy
public spaces as well as areas that are less active public spaces. These
areas have a mixof uses with the buildir.lgs around them. These spaces
are able tobring the people tomove around the spaces. Many of the
build ing facades have similar heights. Bigger areas ofopen spaces
these buildings with similar heights don't always close you in. The city
took the old industrial core and turned it into a housing development
within the city. Taking the old industrial core and changing it gave the
city a new image.



Chicago, Illinois

In 1908 the Commercial Club completed the plan ofChicago.

Chicago has gone through many changes with the plan that they have
today. Comparing the development of the waterways in Chicago to the
waterways in Detroit exhibits how much Detroit can improve.

Chicago transformed its lakeshore into continuous park and drive from
the use of rail yards, and garbage dumps it transformed the lakeshore.
That developed into a real estate industry that houses new apartments
for thousands of the people. The waterway comes through the city with
buildings and open spaces along it. This gives the feeling that the water
way isnot just a means of transport but also as a publicarea in itself.



Detroit, Michigan

In 1807 Augustus B. Woodward planned the triangle base scheme for
the city. In the 1820's most of the diagonal streets were abandoned, liv
ing the street gridwe have today.

Detroit's transformation of the cities plan to compare and analysishow
Amsterdam, Barcelona and Chicago makes better use of the cities
"natural" resources.

Taking old uses within the city and revamping those to new uses, not
just filling things in but by developing them to new uses you are able to
give a new life to the area. This is useful in thinking about vacant areas
within Detroit, that we can take an area and enliven the area. Detroit's
main transportation is the automobileand these other comparison cit
ies have avital Metro system. Incorporation in the city of smaller road
widths in parts of the city you are able to provide pedestrian friendly
areas. Chicago established the automobile as well as pedestrians flow
by taking the road width into consideration in areas. In the core of the
city, on Woodward , there are pedestrian friendly areas. The movement
of people within a space is important. In these cities there were mixed
uses within the area to keep people flowing in-between the spaces. The
open spaces inDetroit are still useful. Mixed uses will allow interactions
within the spaces.



In looking atAmsterdamI was able to start
looking at the relationshipof voidspace
to solidspace. In addition, I reviewed the
edges between these spaces thathave a
reciprocal relationshipwith one another.
The edges are visually connected to one
another as well as connecting inside and
outside spaces. I was also able tosee how
the ground weaves up to the edges. You
can also start to look athow the space
starts tospread out to the surrounding
connects.

Amsterdam, Netherlands

The relationshipof the edges in an area is what gives the area life. The layering of the
edges within an area gives the blurringness between inside and outside. Within these
areas you have a hard time distinguishing inside oroutside the area. As well as the
reciprocal relationshipof the edges gives the circulation between the edges.



Barcelona, Spain

In looking atBarcelona I started looking at the relationship of the edges.
Also, I started looking at the reciprocal relationship between the edges
and the movement between. In looking atthis sketch I start to see how
in this spaces the edges start to enclose a space while you are within , as
well as start to spread out to the surrounding connections. You can also
see how the edges connect together.

~"
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Chicago, Illinois

In looking atChicago I started looking athow the edges don't have to
be solid to make aspace. The space can be contained by solid as well
as void spaces, by having a reciprocal relationship between as well as
having the area spread out to the surrounding spaces that creates a
vibrant area.



Detroit, Michigan

In looking atDetroit I started looking atthe edges of the area and the move
ment within the space. In looking at the relationships between several
different aspects with movement and edges ofsolid and void spaces. I began
looking athow they start toconnect to each other and how it starts to spread
out to the surrounding contexts. You are able tosee areas ofmovement
through the space as well as pausing points through out, with visual connec
tions that enhance the reciprocal relationships between.



In LODO there are many different uses that are spread out
through the city that can start to weave together. When these
functions are woven together we are able to see how these func
tions interact with each other. By going though this exercise I was
able to see how each of these functions related to each other.
Using this exercise you start seeing the connections.

Formed by an act of City Council in March 1988
Denver, Colorado

In November 1858 with the discovery ofa small amount ofgold, the city
of Denver was founded at the confluence of the South Platte River and
Cherry Creek. After a devastating fire and a city ordinance in 1863 the
cities commercial district evolved in to brick (warm orangel red) and stone
construction. The arrival of the railroad in 1870 improved the economy.
New businesses from the East were brought by the railroad. Thisbrought
aconstruction boom until 1893 when the Sherman Silver Purchase Act
was repealed . This sent Denver'seconomy downward. Denver never
recovered to the era ofboom construction they had years before.

In the period following World War II the area went through a slow decline
due to the single- span clerestory warehouse technology and the develop
ment of the interstate highway system. In March 1988 the City Council of
Denver recognized the unique historical and architectural value within the
area and declared the Lower Downtown a historic district. The 23 square
Block area of the orig inal Denver isnow the lower downtown Denver.

Crawford, (city official) took the chance indeveloping residential units in
the lower downtown. He also brought them inatan affordable rate. The
Lower Downtown changed from acommercial district toa mixed- use
neighborhood. The area also preserved some open spaces. "Small
vacant area, spaces between buildings and increased use ofalleys and
rooftops represent other space possibilities." The partnership developed
programs to increases the housing units in and around downtown, includ
ing Lower Downtown. Sice this, there has been an increase demand for
office sectors in the market. The lower Downtown Districthas transformed
into a heavy pedestrian area.

Since LODO has used many different aspects of city planing, such as
housing, open spaces, offices and making a more pedestrian friendly
area, Denver has worked together to create agreat city. The mixture of
uses (built and undeveloped) helps makes the great city space.

18



Here you can start to see the linkages that start to
happen through out the city. The linkages are able to
spread and connect to other areas. In concentrating on
the linkages you are able to start connecting to other
parts of the city. As you can start to see here.

Schervish Vogel Consulting Architects
Detroit, Michigan

In the original Woodward plan, there were areas with in the city that would have fo
cus points for the city. Most of these spaces were triangles with buildings orother
significant areas of the city. Having these focus points provides connections that
are formed between these points.

In looking atHarmonie Park, the linkages are one of the main aspects of the
design. The plan was to link to the stadiums (Theater District) , Grand Circus Park
and to Greektown to Harmonie Park and Madison Avenue Streetscape). In devel
oping this Linkage you are able to create a better connection of the city, by doing
this there isagreater feeling of a city.

The connection between the stadiums (Theater District) will cause the people after
the game to stay in the city bygoing to Harmonie Park and using the facilities
around there. The connection between Greektown is a parking lot. There would be
movement between Harmonie Park and Greektown.

The Development plan put into place in Harmonie Park were Public Infrastructure,
Adaptive Reuse, and New Construction. Public Infrastructure put in place were
Gratiot entry streetscape, Harmonie Park, Madison streetscape! Grand Circus
Park. Some of the program uses put into place were lofts (commercial and resi
dential) , retail! restaurants! entertainment, Hotel! housing! offices.Adaptive Reuse
buildings were the Tobin Building, Skupien Building, Randolph and Harmonie Club!
Madison Lennon Hotel. The new construction recentlydeveloped was the Hilton
Hotel.

Since starting development employment has increased from 12to400 and one
employees. New tenant's increased from 3 to30. The infrastructures increased
the area uses for employees and tenants .

With the starting of the development within this area there has been a stronger
connection with in the area. Having a mixture of building uses, as well as a strong
center (Harmonie Park) within the connections to the stadium and Greektown can
only make it stronger. I have been down inHarmonie Park when there has been a
game at the Stadiums. There has been a lotof movement through the site as well
as within. The connections to the stadiums are strong with the help of the infra-
structures, but the connection toGreektown is weak. 19



H I "
The structure is a "slatted concrete Box" that
has no vertical members. Constructed with
in an urban context and a limited material
palate the architects constructed elaborate
details. The precast concrete strips cre-
ated openings ofchance. The moments of
chance are different kinds ofopenings within
a limited view point. Stacking the precast
concrete members on one another allows the
pieces toslip by each other, creating solid
slotted and voidspaces.

Concrete Casket
House, Kobe Japan

'teet:
ireakiOhtani

,
In creating other kinds ofopenings within the
spaces there could be a more ofa mixture of
viewpoints through the spaces. In using the
slotsofconcrete members, Il9tit through the
openings allows the structure to feel light.
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U.S.- Korean SHoP and Himma
Hangil Book House
North ofSeoul
Architectural Record 02.05

"Heyril's master plan weaves ribbons ofgreen space and wetlands between buildings
limited to three stories inheight". The architects brought this weaving ribbon within the
building increating aconnecting ramp with book shelves that moves up through the
spaces. This allowed for the series of spaces that are created from the ramps to be
viewed indifferent directions. This movement allowed for view points to the exterior to
occur.

The structure starts to'connect nature and culture together. The structure has amixture
ofelements that are solid and void spaces. This allows the creation ofmixture ofviews
within and through the building.

The uses ofdifferent materials allowed for different connections to the exterior. Allowing
for light structure to connect (rap around) with a heavier material. In creating the weav
ing ramRs allows for extensions atpoints toconnect to the exterior. This also started to
create s pages ofspaces, which also starts tocreate connections between. Creating
move nta d pause spaces that make the connections to points to the contexts.



Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh, Scotland
Enric Miralles, Benedetta Tagliabue (EMBT) and RMJM

is beginning to fuse with the build ing both his
uld be like the land, built out of land and carved
e building form creates gathering points that
ogether". Not just creating green spaces for gath
courage this interaction ofsitting tobe engaged.

the connections that are created are the most
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In knocking down the wall that separated the 1909 and 1960 building there
was a link made toconnect the two halves of the building. In doing this
they created acontinuous encasement of space. The design was created
tohave flexible spaces for the exhibit of artwork. In the galleries of the new
addition they have large wooden panels that allow light tocome into the
space but not flood the space (to protect the artwork) . These panels also
allow for points for the users tocapture points with the surrounding context.
In the development of layering spaces there is the ability to create mo
ments of interaction between levels.
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From the back cover
"This journey documents aseries of innovative architectural

_procedures dealing with representation, chance, narrative and the urban
imaginary"

Within this project provides a series of park and civic spaces and ser
vices that are currently lacking from Verona. The project is able to take
elements that exist from the urban texture and resituates them: "using
the mimetic strategies it draws them into a new configuration by working

• up and shifting the contextual ground with in which they are embedded".
ithin the development, the buildings are the drift, and the anchorage
~e gardens. The project isable to take the elements of the rail lines
and transform these elements into aseries ofwall gardens. These walls
begin to represents a major new complex ofgreen spaces. "Through
the strips and gardens territories flows aseries ofbuildings: drift works".
Another element within the urban context is unfolding - enfolding. The

-city wall of Verona is woven through the site within the analysisof the
urban context.
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"The CITY inside/ outside the ROOM"
There really isno distinction between inside oroutside of the city room. There isa blurringness between.
There is a relationship ofground, throughout the buildings and within the pore membrane of the edges
The pore membranes have a reciprocal relationship between and within the spaces. Creating movement
between with pausing points throughout the space. Ground turns into wall edges. Slippages going into a
spaces coming in from a confined space to a larger space.

In this sketch problem I started to look at the movement
and blurringness between the inside and outside of the
city room. I was able to see how there isa movement
within the edges.Also looking atwhat happens when
you go from asmall space into a larger space which is
able to make it agrander space. Also looking atwhat
happens in the communication between the edges of
the inside and outside of the city room. You are not able
to distinquish the between inside and outside of the
room.

In this sketch problem I started to look atmovement both
vertically and horizontally. The movement going inside
as well as outside of the city room. Looking athow there
is aconnection between the edges both visually and
physically. There are linkages between the two edges as
well as verbal communication between. These elements
I believe together create reciprocal relationships of
inside and outside of the city room.



Trading Cities 4 began to talkabout the recipro
cal relationships that occur in- between buildings.
This passage isable to relate toDetroit in that
the build ings are used and the relationships are
developed up to a point the building is unusable
any more and the build ings are then abandoned.

Thissection starts toshow ata micro scale the relation
ships of inside and outside of the city room. How they
start to weave together.

"Trading Cities 4

In Ersilia, toestablish the relationsh ips that sustain
the city's life, the inhabitants stretch strings from
the corners of the houses, whiteorblack orgray or
black-and- white according to whether they make a
relationship of blood, trade, authority, oragency.
When the strings become so numerous that you can
no longer pass among them, the inhabitants leave:
the houses dismantled; only the strings and their
supports remain.

From a mountainside, camping with their house
hold goods, Ersilia's refugees look at the labyrinth of
taut strings and poles that rise in the plain . That is
the city of Ersilia still , and they are nothing.

They rebuild Ersilia elsewhere. They weave a simi
larpattern ofstrings which they would like to be
more complex and at the same time more regular
than the other. Then they abandon it and take them
selves and their houses still farther away.

Thus, when traveling inthe territory of Ersilia,
you come upon the ruins of the abandoned cities,
without the walls which donot last, without the
bones of the dead which the wind rolls away: spider
webs of intricate relationships seeking a form."
[1 J 26
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Site Analysis

tvIl~ 'l~iettoit ouI1'Cle by Detroit RiveTlOthe
south 1-!lS to the north, he Lo ge freeway to the west and 375
to the eastas my site. I conducted studies that looked atlh,e link
ages within the ihes ribbon farm grid plan and the Woodward

. I concentrated on the connecting paths that go throughout
the city. . through this process I was able to see the in-
tersection between the Woodwar I a!l,d the traditional ribbon
farm plan.
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I
n analyzing these intersections I

started looking at how the patterns
start to weave together at points
within the city. After looking at the
intersections that start to emerge
I started looking at what happens
around the points of intersections.
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I zoomed into a smaller section
of Detroit, specifically the region
bound by the Lodge, Michigan
Ave.. Fort Street and Washington
Ave... Beginning to look at sig
nificant intersection points and
how they relate to each other.
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The next step was to look at what happens around the points of intersections. Within this smaller section I started looking at the
negative spaces that are created from the two grids coming together as well as looking at the significant intersections that start to
emerge within.
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Michigan Ave.and (ass

Michigan Ave.and First Street

Michigan Ave.and Third Street

Fort Street and Third Street
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John C. Lodge and Lafayette

Fort Street and First Street

Fort Street and (ass

Fort Street and Washington Blvd.
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Michigan Ave. and Washington Blvd.

Michigan Ave. and ParkStreet Michigan Ave.and BagleyStreet Time Square
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Existing Site Analysis

Abandon

• Commerical

Garage

D Residential

Retail
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I start looking at the two grid plans and extended these
grids to find all the intersections that occurred within the
site to determine the placement of green spaces and build
ings. The goal here is not just filling up the spaces within
the city but to create a framework that gives value to the
city, not just a commercial value but valued spaces within

Green Spaces Analysis

Green Spaces
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Building Proposal Analysis
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Because Detroit has many hi
through out the city, I was abl
relationships between the edges 0 s
spaces. While also looking at these form
Quilt looking at how these spaces are wo
gether to create edges and intersection sp
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ithin this smaller section started 100 ing at t e negative spaces that are created from the two gri s coming together as well
as looking at the significant intersections that start to emerge within . These negative spaces are how we are able to connect (
link) Detroit's spaces. So by taking out the streets I was able to concentrate on how these spaces link together. These intersec
tion spaces are the most interesting forms within the city. These forms create tension within the spaces. These intersection
starts to suggest a tension that radiated out to the surrounding areas. Results from these intersections are Detroit's negative
spaces which have become unused spaces.
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Program Articulation of Intent: (goal s)
Examining the architecture, around the area to create a recip rocal relat ionship of
the build ings, street and spectators wi thin the area and that architecture and urban
design can work together in creating an inhabited space within the city. Having
the confusion of being inside or outside the room with in the city.
If the area is able to create a space that is able to have a pausing spot as well as an
area that has a reciprocal relationship with its surroundings. The space is able to
function for the individual and collective.

Site Criteria:
An urban area within Detroit
Having areas that have a combination of residential , commercial, and

retail or a potential to
4 to 6 story buildings

• Looking at the negative spaces that are intentional
Seeing how the negative spaces that are not intentional (abandoned spac

es) How they are able to be used in a different way
An area that has the potential of having a pausing point within the area

• That there is a potential opportunity for the area to have a reciprocal rela
tionship with the area between buildings and the streets

Finding a space that has movement within it
That there are spaces that have a potential of having multiple purposes
An area that has a densi ty to be able to focus on the negative spaces that

are on purpose
An area that can invol ve both the pedestrians and the automobile
an area that can be both able to focu s on an urban area as well as having

the opportunity to focus on an architectural feature
being able to focus on the individual and the collective within the space
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After ana lyzing the sites I started placing program area s within the city. Programs
that I have selected are green spaces. commercial, residential , and educa tional
elements.

Green Spaces: Urban gree n spaces that are placed within the city contexts
and / or within a buildin g cont ext and having buildings exhibiting roof gardens,
porches, and eleme nts on ground level. These spaces are able to create pausing
stops within the city space . Gree n spaces can also be used as a linkage element
through out. These are multiuse recreational areas that help define the communi ty
within the area . They are also the areas that attract visitors to enjoy the recre
ationa l and gree n sites of the area. Similar areas in other cities could be compared
to the Chicago Lakefront that offers a corridor of green for the city and is respon
sible for linking the city to it natu ral resour ces of space and greenbelt areas .

Commercial: impl anting sma ll commercial starting unit s that are able to
interact physically and/or visua lly. Detroit is enjoying a renai ssance in some areas
of art. In particular the area of music it is being looked at as the next grea t area
of urban music transition. The city is gather ing momentum from this with local
break throu gh artists and the city needs to find a way to adverti se this in the com
muni ty. Thi s could help brin g more sma ll commercial starting unit s to the city.
The city must provide an eco nomic plan for the development of the city. What
types of businesses will be in Detroit in the futur e? How will these be funded?
Will the city set up more enterprise zones or use low cos t start up loans for these
companies? Leadership of Detroit has to co me forth with thi s plan in order for
the city to go in co mme rcial spaces. Businesses need a reas on to do business in
Detroit and that reason has to have linkage to the future success of the business.

Retail: crea ting an urban fresh (whole) foods grocery store, and other
sma ll stores for every day uses. These stores would be able to create a base for
eco nomics within the city contex ts .

Residenti al : emplac ing resident ial unit s within the city furth er develops
the linkages that are being crea ted within. Making lofts as well as live/ work
spaces we will be able to crea te more of a mixture of spaces. Living spaces in the
Detroit city allow for people to move into the downtown area. As more people
live in the downtown area mor e services are needed. These services are commer
cia l and retail services that help the city crea te additiona l opp ortunities for growth.
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The city residents need food, entertainment, clothing , and various othe r retail
services. In addition professional services such as lawyers , doctors, and dent ists
are needed. As the growth occurs in the residential area expansion of commercial
and retail occurs. Chicago stadium area is an example how this occurred . The
area was once an empty, dangerous space around the only commercial endeavo r
in the area the Chicago stadium. Then residential units were built in the area and
the retailers found there way back down to the area. Loft s in the Detroit area can
be made with the large amount of empty histori cal buildings in the area of down
town . Again leadership of Detroit need s to embrace zoning and enterprise zones
that gives adva ntage to the investor s of companies that invest in this transforma
tion of the city of Detroit. Detroit can continue the start it has in this change if the
leadership embraces a city for people by connec ting with the peopl e that wo uld
like to live in the city of Detroit.

Educational: creating an experimental photograph y school. The school
will be able to create a different context that is weaved through the city. Detroit
has to engage the arts as many other cities have. The city of Detroit does not
have a reputation for a city where art is considered important. Gritty and rust belt
America is often how Detroit is describ ed and the reality is that the arts in the
Detroit area are fanta stic . Detroit has the Detroit Institute of Arts, the Moto wn
Music Museum , and various other offerings . In the city the school and education
system are at odd s the city has goo d upper level coll eges and private schools but
is lacking in the city publi c schoo l sys tem. The publi c school sys tem is now in
a shambles and is not likely to make it with out the state takin g ove r the school
sys tem or running the day to day operations. Thi s is a probl em for the city of
Detroit, good educational sys tems are considered important for the growth in the
residential area of the city. People want good schools for their children and if the
city of Detroit can not supply this it will be a roadblock for the refilling of the
residential porti on of the city. One way the city can combat this is to focus on the
higher education opp ortunities the city has to offer. Looki ng at the city of Detroit
it has the Wayne State University and University of Detroit Mercy. Wayne State
Univers ity is a public institution that is we ll thought of in the community and the
University of Detroit Mercy is a private institution that is also we ll thou ght of in
the community. An experimenta l photography school could be the right catalyst
for the community to rally aro und and support. It could provide a chance for art ist
community to evo lve in the downtown area of the city of Detroit. Artists could be
invited to live and work in the area creating an environme nt for change due to this
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environment. Many other cities have used the evolution of areas in their cities as
artist environments to create excitement and energy levels to provide for a change
in the city.

Co mparing the cities of Amsterdam, Barcelona and Chica go, the study wi ll
look at the landscape (stree ts, ope n spaces, transporta tion and waterways) of the
urb an setting seei ng the simi larities and differences. Additionally this investigation
will take into consideratio n of the sca le and economic situa tions invol ved in these
cit ies . 1 will exa mine an urban area and look at the negative (in between) spaces
that are created in the area compared to the other cities urban areas .

A. Quantities req uired

Co mmercial 20%
Retail 10%
Residenti al 20%
Open Green spaces 40%
Educa tiona l 10%

B. Purposes/ Functions of the Prog ram area

These spaces are abl e to connec t together with a blurring of the spaces. Between
each of these spaces there becom es a blurring of functions between inside and out
side. By prom otin g the connec ting of spaces between areas of the program we are
ab le to create spaces that are able to functi on together. By allowing the publi c and
private areas to both enter into the spaces in a visual and physical way both within
and outs ide the spaces . For the spaces that are formed for the individual and the
co llective you are able to create both built and un-built areas . By creating spaces
that crea te movem ent and allow a connection of the blurrin g ness between creates
significant and critical spa tial constructs

C. Ac tivities that will take place in the program area

Movement: connec ting
Having movement , that is ab le to go through the space both inside and outside of
the area and makin g it possi ble to have both visual and physical movemen t. Move
ment tha t is ab le to draw you up as well as draw yo u in both in the hum an sca le as
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well as the city scale .
Thresholds (tearing)

The thresholds within an area need to be set at the scale of the human. In the
thres hold moment I am able to create a tearing motion between the spaces of
inside and outs ide the area within the cit ies room .

Pausing Moments
In having an area that is successful you need both movement as well as pausing
point s throughout. At the hum an scale, having spaces that are visually enclosed
starts form ing pausing points within the area . Going from spaces that are enclosed
and then going into spaces that open up gives you the pausing points that make
the best spaces in both void and solid spaces .

Weaving of circulation both vertical and horizontal
In not separating circulation point s we are able to celebrate the conn ection point s
that occur.

Tension
The edges of solid and void spaces have a great amount of tension that starts to
build up at these point s. In the tension of these edges we need to start celebrating
the possibil ities of what can happen within these edges. The care of their edges is
what is most important part.
D. Spatial Relationships

Both in section and in plan having a connec tion between (blurring ness) con
necting functions above and below. Building types should be spread out evenly
around the area. Creating areas were intersections can occur. The building func
tions should be able to radiate out to the urban context of the city. By connectin g
funct ions you are also creating spaces of connecting spaces within these spaces .

E. Spatial Considerations of the program space

With connections (linkages) form within the city, are being crea ted between these
spaces there is the function of movement that is able to connect both visua lly and
physically within the area. The conn ections are both visual as well as physical
going throu gh to engage spaces as well as connec ting with spaces to create these
connections.

F. Behavioral Considera tions
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The inhabi tants within the city should be able to create this movement form
the connec tions made. With this movement from space to space and interior to
exter ior spaces a tensi on is made. With both the individual as we ll as the colIec
tive from wit hin the solid spaces as well as the void spaces a tension is create d
from the act ivities that are form ed wit hin these areas. By makin g thi s both a
visua l and physical action the experience will be increased .

ommercial: Office spaces that can be connected with other functions such
s retail and res idential spaces. Typica l office spaces for a start up busine sses.
mpl anting sma ll co mmercial starting unit s, that are able to interact physically
nd/ or visually.

Quantities required 20%
Purpose/ Functions of the Program area

o be able to have connect ions be a commercial building to other uses in the
ontext of the city the floor s need to have both public and private areas. These
rea s need to be visual as we ll as physically linked to the public and private
ectors as well as both of the collective and indi viduals. On the first floor the
ublic sec tor would be the greates t and then become more private as it goes
p. These commercial spaces are pulled out to the ground plan of the city with
reating the ability to display these functions in the contexts of the city. These

'mall commercial units would be able to brin g in many di fferent businesses
ithin the city.

Activities that will take plac e in the program area

[ here will be a connecting factor of movement and a physical/ visual connec
ion between spaces hori zontal and vertical. By making a distinction between
he inside and outside of the building you are able to create the experience of
he spaces and the connecti ons between them. There is a ten sion between areas
fthe buildings as well as the surrounding content.

D. Spatial Relationships
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Connecti ng the spaces through the relationships of spaces and how they interact.
Also connecti ng these spaces with circu lation we are able to connect by weaving
the circulation spaces together. Also creating connections to green spaces and
other functions in the area it is able to create the blurring ness of inside and out.

E. Spatial Considerations of the program space

There needs to be a connection of spaces of the over all. By making links to other
areas that are both visual and physical. Crea ting green spaces there are ways of
engaging the building weaving through the spaces.

F. Behavioral Considerations

Inhabitants should be seen on the edges of the spaces for within the space it's self
as well as from the exterior area of the city. These spaces should be able to reflect
what is happening in side to the exterior cond ition of the city.

Retail: Small retail spaces such as a grocery stores (whol e foods) also a small
clothing store . These spaces would be connecting to residential and commercial
spaces . These spaces are able to give the necessary elements that are needed for
residents in the city. Creating an urban fresh (whole) foods grocery store, and
other small stores for every day uses. These stores would be ab le to create a base
for economics within the city contexts or the area .

A. Quantities required 10%
B. Purpose/ Functions of the Program area

Retail areas will be havin g publi c spaces in the front and private spaces in the
rear of the building. Theses spaces both are served and servant spaces for the city.
Being able to be small enough for the individual but also creates connecting mo
ment s for the collective.

C. Activities that will take place in the program area
Create movement within the area with people coming and going from these retail
spaces. These spaces also crea te tension within the area by the elements of the
building types. Theses types of spaces create shifting movement between.
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D. Spatial Relationships

By creating connections between the floors through a weaving circulation system we
can get key spatial relationships. Maki ng connections to green spaces and other func
tions in the area we are able to create the blurring ness of these spaces.

There will be a connecting fact
tween spaces horizontal
outside of the bui lding you ar
nections between them .

D. Spatial Relations hips

all. By making links to other areas
es there are ways of engaging the

ected to retail and commercial
rther develops the linkages that
/ work spaces we will be able to

rea

physical/ visual connec tion be
stinction between the inside and
rience of the spaces and the con-
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By creating connections between the floors through a weavi ng circulation system
we can get key spatial relationships. Making connections to green spaces and
other functions in the area we are able to create the blurring ness of these spaces .

a ial Considerations of the program space

tities requ ired 40%
ose/ Functions of the Program area

ces that are able to be connected with other spaces and movement
e spaces, this allows for the creation of spaces for both the individu al

e co llective.

ities that will take place in the program area
a connecting factor of movement and a physical! visual connection

between space s hori zontal and vertical. By making these connections we are able
to crea te experiences between these spaces.

D. Spatial Relatio nships
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Having green spaces for both the co llective as well as the individual with in the public
sector of the city as well as the priva te sector of a build ing space are able to give you
moments of pausing. These spaces are connected through the city as well as interacting

. h the building format of the city. In creating these connecting forms we are able to
physical how movement within the area.

E. Spatial Considerations of the program space

In creating green spaces there are ways of engaging the building weaving throu gh the
spaces. Theses spaces are able to be deve loped vertical as well as horizontal connec
tions.

havioral Considerations

s should be able to create movement within these green spaces and the
ns with in the city. These connections should increase move ment within to
e area.

al: experimental photography school
imental photography schoo l is able to spark activit ies and engage ment. This
zernent is able to introduce a new way to see and engage the city. The ex-
I photography schoo l is able to begin to weave throughout the city with the
of public art displays to begin to connect functions within the city.

antities required 10%
rpose/ Functio ns of the Program area

al build ings have mostly public spaces serving the collective also with some
aces that are connected to othe r functions of the city such as retail , cornmer
ential, and gree n spaces. These spaces serve the collective. These spaces are
connected both visua lly and physically through the spaces. Theses spaces

both are erved and servant spaces for the city. The functions of the spaces are able to
be pulled out to the city floor.

A tivit ies that will take place in the program area
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The re will be a connecting factor of movement and a physical/ visual connec
tion between spaces horizo ntal and vertical. By making a distinction between
the inside and outside of the building you are able to create the expe rience of the
spaces and the connections between them. This also creates weavi ng of circula
tion between the spaces. These spaces are able to make the connec tions between
the spaces vertically.

The inhabitants should be seen parti cipating with work performed within spaces
in the building as well as from other functions happening on the exterior such as
other buildings and the void spaces within the area.

F. Behavioral Considerations

D. Spatial Relati onships

G. Technical systems

There needs to be a connection of spaces of the over all. By making links to othe r
areas that are both visual and physical. Creating green spaces there are ways of
engaging the building weaving through the spaces . These spaces are able to con
nect to other areas in the city.

..........1Il.........1 E. Spatial Considerations of the program space

Connecting the spaces throu gh the relationship s of spaces and how they entreat
with each other. Also connecting these spaces with circulation we are able to
conn ect by weaving the circulation spaces together. Also creating connections to

~!;~~~~!~~~ green spaces and other functions in the area it is able to create the blurring ness of
; inside and out.

The systems emplaces for structure is exposed post and beam concrete systems.
The system is referenced after what a typic al garag e structural system is. This is to

:'!~~_l~~~~ allow for long spanning capability for an open floor plate.
f! The exterior condition is a made up to concrete and glass that is transparent as

well as translucent. This is to allow for different types of view within and out to
=~~w.::;jjiliiil!!!!~::;"' ::::;;:::.f!,;:::'~"iIrii~:!__ the surrounding context.
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Quantitative Program
Experimental Photography chool

Lobby (information- display- center)/ Threshold
Exhibit Spaces for physical and digital display
10,000sf

Digital display library
Ex ruding lab (computer lab)

Lecture Hall (conference room)
Toilets

Circulation! Structure @ 20%

Cafeteria
Offices
Toilets
Circulation! Structure @ 20%

8@400

1
8@ 1000
2@200

3,000sf

10,000sf
10,000sf
1 6,000sf

3,200sf
8,440sf
50,640gsf

8,000sf
8,000sf

400sf
3,280sf
19,680gsf

Green Spaces (Art Park, creating the art of sitting around)
20,000gsf

Possible circulation and additional areas not included
Outdoor gathering spaces
Elevator + Machine room
Egress / Fire Stairs

Total90,320gsf
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This sketch is look
ing at movement
throughout the spaces
both horizontal and
vertically. By going
though this exercise
I was able to see how
the spaces are able to
be linked between one
another.

In this sketch you are
able to see in a section
an edge between solid
and void (negative
spaces) with differ
ent movements going
though the spaces.

Narrative

Within the negative space between two buildings starts to show a movement
going up within a space and how these building forms starts to communicate
between.
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Narrat ive

Between buildings there is a movement that cuts throug h as the
stree ts and a movement that starts to flow througho ut and join the
pieces together (weave).

Paths move going through
negative spaces . Lookin g at
the paths you are able to see
the form that is created in the
negative spaces .



-

New Configurat ion

A new linkages can emerge
by wo rking upon and shift
ing them into a new con
figuration by working upon
and shifting the contextura l
ground which they are em-

arrative

The relationship between inside and outside the "city room " is important
in creating linkages within. In creating these linka ges the weaving of
texture between these spaces begin to emerge. These linkage s occur both
physical and visually between textures within the shifting contextural
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Site Sections

Study on breakin g down the development of edges. which are
able to see the layering and the relationship of edges to each

r

~ I

.......--
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In creating the anchorages within the site the development of linkages between the proposals needs to be e tablished. In
these spaces between buildings which act as arteries that brings the city to life in providing interaction between inside and
outside of the "c ity room". This interaction between occurs both physically and visually.



1

T

The study looks at the over all
relation ship s between the prop osed
negative gree n spaces and the pro
posed buildings. How these relation
ships can begin to make linka ges
between eac h other and between the
ove rall proposal.

L
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Thi s study begins to look at how to
create valued spaces that to create
a framework that gives value to the
city, not just a commercial value
but valued spaces within the city.

...,
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The study begin s to look at the " in- between spaces" that begins
to look at the reciprocal relationship to the building, stree t and
spec tators.
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Detroit's contextual ground is always shifting .
The shifting is caused by the evaporation of
buildings within Detroit 's contexts. A new layer
needs to be added to anchor (slow down) the
evaporation and shifting ground. Working upon
and weaving together the new layers oftex
ture which are embedded within Detroit 's fast
shifting contextual ground anchors the shifting .
These negative spaces can create the anchor
age that can start to slow down the fast shifting

J
contextual ground . This study starts to look at
the linkages that start to occur in creating the
anchorage to slow down Detroit 's fast shifting

I[ contextual ground

I
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Fresh Foods Market

In creating the anchorages within the site
the development of linkages between the
proposals needs to be established. In these
spaces between buildings which act as
arteries that brings the city to life in provid
ing interactions between inside and outside
of the "city room". This interaction be
tween occurs both physically and visually.
I began focusing on three different areas
within the over all site. Programmatically, I
begin to think about introducing an experi
mental photography school , Fresh Foods
Market, Clothing Store, and Offices.
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In looking at these sites I began taking ideas
of the blurringness between inside and outs ide
as well linkages between eac h proposal into a
hum an sca le..

l , • ,
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exper imental photography

These linkages occur physically as we ll
as visually by intergrati ng slippages
within buildings as we ll as in negative
spaces.
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II

Section studies start looking
at the relationship between
buildings as well as the
relationship between the
negative spaces. The study
begins to create selective
(focused) views between.



The studies begin to look at how the func
tions within the building and the functions
within the negative spaces begins to filter
through. This filtering effects both physical
as well as visual relationships. These filter
ing relationships are able to begin to create
the anchorage slowing down Detroit 's fast
shifting contextual ground.
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Within this perspective study I began
look ing at creatin g linkages between
spaces. Crea ting movement as we ll
as pausing point s through out. Creat 
ing points of interest that can begin to
crea te the linkages between spaces.

/
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This filtering between inside and outside the city
room gives you the unique quality within an urban
context where you begin to recognize linkages
throughout spaces . Within the e linkages there
are selective views that start to be formed. The
introduction of thre holds becomes very important
within the context. This filtering emphasizes the
reciprocal relationships between the negative spaces
and the buildings within the area. I started to intro
duce moment of lippages both horizontal and verti
cally that compress and other that open up. Within
these slippage ', I started establishing connection
pace that begins to amplify the blurringne s inside

and out. There arc moment of pause and moments
of movement throughout the propo al. In these mo
ments, I begin to make connection between spaces
and create other type of thre holds that can be en
tered or ju t viewed through. Within the city context .
there are moment ' of ea inc s as well as moments
of re til: ne that tart to be formed. The. begin to
be formed within the c view a well as within the
space that begin \0 contract and e .pand.



Detroit's contextual ground is always shift-
.ng. The shifting is caused by the evapora
tion of buildings within Detroit's contexts. A
new layer needs to be added to anchor (slow

own) the evaporation and shifting ground.
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Greenspace linkages that
begins to anchor the shift
ing contextural ground

Wor in and weaving together the new layers of tex
ture which are embedded within Detroit's fast shifting
contextual ground we are able to anchor the shifting.
This analysis look the connection of buildings. The
gre nspaces that hysical and connections that are
i

Physical and vis link-
ages that begins to anchor
the shifting contexfural
ground



Fresh Foods m ar
ket

The filtering between ins ide and outs ide
the city roo m gives yo u the unique qual ity
within an urban co ntex t where yo u begin
to recognize linkages thro ughout spaces.
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k t

This f Itering ernpha ize the reciprocal rela
tionship between the negative pace and the
buildings within the area.

XI



Clothing Store and Of
fices

82

Introduction of moments of slippages both horizontal and vertically that
compress and that open up. These slippages establish connection spaces
that begins to amplify the blurringness inside and out.



There are moments of pause and moments of move
ment throughout the proposal.

Clothing
fices

83



lothing Store and Of
fices

Within the city context. there are moments of easiness as well as mo
ments o f restle ssness that start to be form ed . There begin to be formed
within these views as well as within the spaces that begin to co ntract
and ex pand.



Clothing Store and Of
fices

This filtering between inside and outside the city room gives you the unique
quality within an urban context where you begin to recognize linkages
throughout spaces. Within these linkages there are selective views that start
to be formed .
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Photography

Introduced moments of slippages both horizontal and verti
cally that compress and others that open up. These slippages
establish connection spaces that begins to amplify the blur
ringness inside and out.



Experimental Photography

There are moments of pause and moments of
movement throughout the proposal.
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Experimental Photography

School

..

This filteri ng emphasizes the reciprocal relationship s between the
negative spaces and the bu ildings within the area . 88
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The filtering begins to create the blurringness
between inside and outside the "city room" . This
filtering between inside and outside the city room
gives you the unique quality within an urban con
text where you begin to recognize linkages through
out spaces . Within these linkages there are selective
views that start to be formed.
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perimental Photography
School

,.,;;

This filtering emphasizes the reciprocal relationships be
tween the negative spaces and the buildings within the area.
I stated to introduce moment of slippages both horizontal
and vertically that compress and other s that open up. Within
these slippages, I started establishing connection spaces that
begins to amplify the blurringness inside and out.

,...
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I started to introduce moments of slippages both
horizontal and vertically that compress and others
that open up. Within these slippages, I started estab
lishing connection spaces that begin to amplify the
blurringness between inside and out.
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ental Photography

Within the city context, there are moments of easi
ness as well as moments of restlessness that start to be
formed . There begin to be formed within these views
formed as well as within the spaces that begin to con
tact and expand .
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There are moments of pause and moments of movement
throughout the proposal. In these moments, I begin
to make connection between spaces and create other
types of thresholds that can be entered or just viewed
through.



Within these linkages there are selec
tive views that start to be formed.
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Experimental Photography
School

This filtering emphasizes the reciprocal relationships between the
negative spaces and the buildings within the area. I stated to in
troduce moment of slippages both horizontal and vertically that
compress and others that open up. Within these slippages, I started
establishing connection spaces that begins to amplify the blur
ringness inside and out
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Experimental Photography
School

This filtering between inside and outside the city room
gives you the unique quality within an urban context
is where you begin to recognize linkages throughout
spaces . Within these linkages there are selective views
that start to be formed .
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This filtering between inside and outside the city room
gives you the unique quality within an urban context is
where you begin to recognize linkages throughout spaces .
Within these linkages there are selective views that start
to be formed . 97



Experimental Photography
School

The introdu ction of thresholds becomes very important within the context. This filtering
emphasizes the recip rocal relationships between the negative space s and the buildings
within the area. I sta ted to introdu ce moment of slippages both horizontal and vertica lly
that compress and other s that open up. Within these slippages, I started establishing con
nection spaces that begins to amplify the blurringness inside and out
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Experimental Photography
School

1 r In looking at these sites
I began taking these
ideas of the blurringness
between inside and out as
well as linkages between
each proposal into a hu
man scale .. These link
ages both occur physi
cally as well as visually
by intergrating slippages
within buildings as well
as in these negative
spaces .
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The filtering begins to
create the blurringness
between inside and out
side the "city room". This
filtering between inside
and outside the city room
gives you the unique
quality within an urban
context where you begin
to recognize linkages
throughout spaces . Within
these linkages there are
selective views that start
to be formed .
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Within these linkage s there are selective views that
start to be formed. The filtering between inside and
out side the city room give s you the unique quality
within an urban context were you begin to recog
nize linka ges throughout spaces .



1}ififI~~It".F,oods Market
Model

There begin to be formed spaces within as well as
space s that begin to contract and expand.



Clothing Store and Office
Model

There are moments of pause and moments of movement throughout the pro
posal.



The introduction of thresholds becomes very importa
the context.



Experimental Photography
School There are visual as well as physical ties

between these spaces. Within these ties
the activities of the spaces begin to filter
and create relationships to each other. The
filtering begins to create the blurringness
between inside and outside the "city room".
This filtering between inside and outside
the city room gives you the unique quality
within an urban context where you begin
to recognize linkages throughout spaces.





This filtering emphasize
between the negative
the area. I stated to .
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Urba n des ign is the negative (in-between) spaces that are created in between
buildings (objects) . The "in- between spaces" have the potential to have a recip
rocal relationship to the building, street and spectators. In reviewing the city of
Detroit and seeing all the negative spaces that are created by the shrinking city, I
believe these negative spaces have the potential to be a great asset to the city.

Detroit 's contextual ground is always shifting. The shifting is caused by the
evaporation of buildings within Detroit's contexts. A new layer needs to be
added to anchor (slow down) the evaporation and shifting ground. Working upon
and weaving together the new layer s of texture which will be embedded within
Detroit's fast shifting contextua l ground will enable the site to help anchor the
shifting.

I started this investigation by anal yzing the city of Detroit in the boundaries of the
freeways. Looking at the cities two grid plans, the Woodward and the ribbon farm
grid plans , and examining how these grids start to weav e together at the points of
intersection, I found the point of intersections of the two grids to be the mos t in
teresting part s of the city. Thi s intersection start s to suggest a tension that radiates
out to the surrounding areas. What result s from these intersections are Detroit 's
negative spaces which have become unused spaces.

After looking at the regio n of downtown Detroit bound by the Detroit River to
the south, 1-75 to the north, the Lodge freeway to the west and 375 to the east, I
zoo med into a smaller section of Detroit , specifically the region bound by the
Lodge, Michigan Avenue, Fort Street and Washin gton Avenue. Within this smaller
sec tion I started looking at the negative spaces that are created from the two
grids coming together as well as looking at the significant intersections that start
to emerge within. These negative spaces can create the anchorage that can start
to slow down the fast shifting contextual ground. I start looking at the two grid
plans and extended these grid s to find all the intersecti ons that occurred within
the site to determine the placement of green spaces and buildings. The goa l here
is not just filling up the spaces within the city but to create a framework that
gives value to the city, not just a comm ercial value but valued spaces withi n the
city. A value that is not something eas ily measured . In the existing context of the
site, there are many commercia l building uses, some retail uses; however most of
the site is covered with parking. This condition of most of the site covered with
parking emphasizes continual shifting contextua l ground within Detroit. In the
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surrounding context, there are also several residential uses as well as a number
of churches. In this new proposal I started to integrate residential and retail uses
within the site to encourage filtering people into the site , bringing the city into the
site.

In creating the anchorages within the site the development of linkages between
the proposals needs to be established. Spaces between buildings act as arteries
that bring the city to life in providin g interactions between inside and outside of
the "c ity room". Thi s interaction between occurs both physicall y and visuall y. I
began focusing on three different areas within the over all site. Programmatically,
I begin to think about introducing an experimental photography school, Fresh
Foods Market, Clothing Store, and Offices. In looking at these sites I began tak
ing these ideas of the blurring-ness between inside and out as we ll as linkages
between eac h proposal into a human ·cale. These linkages both occur physically
as we ll as visua lly by integ rating slippages within buildings as well as in these
negative spaces.

I then zoo med into an architec tural condition under the initial premise of the
thesis investigati on : the idea that urb an design strategies can be used at alternate
sca les to address the architectural sca le. As I began looking closer at the experi
ment al photography schoo l under the assumption that the relation ship is of as
signing owners hip between the interior and exterior constructed spaces. There are
visual as well as physical ties between these spaces. Within these ties the acti vitie s
of the spaces begin to filter and create relationship s to each other. The filtering be
gins to create the blurring-ness between inside and outside the "c ity room". These
relationship s created filterin g between inside and outside the city room gives you
the unique quali ty within an urban context, where you begin to recognize linkages
throughout spaces. Withi n these linkages there are selective views that start to be
form ed . The introduction of thresholds becomes very important within the con
text. Thi s filterin g emphasizes the reciprocal relationship s between the negative
spaces and the buildings within the area. I started to introduce moment of slip
pages both hori zont al and vertically that compress and others that open up. Within
these slippages, I started establi shin g connection spaces that began to amplify the
blurring-ness inside and out. There are mom ent s of pause and mom ents of move
ment throughout the propo sal. In these mom ent s, I began to make connections
betwee n spaces and create other types of thresholds that can be entered or just
viewed through. Within the city context, there are moments of easiness as well as
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moments of restlessness that start to be formed, there began to be formed within
these views as well as within the spaces that began to contract and expand.

In reexamining the stra tegies emplaced within the schematic design, I believe the
short com ings in the deve lopmen t are within the connections of indiv idual build
ings and the overall strategies. A stronger connection of the individual buildings
and the assigned negative (green spaces) spaces needs to be formed . The logic of
an architectural strategy needs to be taken out to the overall urban scale strategy
to continue to anchor the contextual shifting ground within the Detroit 's context.
The connection of bringing an urban design strategy into architecture provides
a stronger overlap between strategies within the architectural cond ition and the
urban design strategies. The result is the introduction of a stronger reciprocal
relationship that starts to occur between the architecture and the strategies that
are emplaced within.the site. Several questions remain. What types of uses really
need to be placed within the area ? How can the negative spaces within the site
create a strong connection throughout the site? In forming the negative spaces
within the site , there needs to be a stronger connection between the spaces that
links them together. This linkage can begin to slow down Detroit's contextual
shifting ground. What happens to the context as it begins to shift (evo lve) with
Detroit's contextual shifting ground over time (5/10 yrs.)? How does this new
layer begin to anchor the context?

The initial premise of the thesis investigation is in the idea that urban design strat
egies can be used at alternate scales to address the architectural sca le. When the
architecture of a city communicates with the urban realm , the result is a healthy
dynamic condition. Translating this urban strategy into the scale of the building, I
believe a more integrated and thoughtful architecture will emerge.
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